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Abstract
People usually seem to negate the conditional in a different way as it is provided by standard logic. Both
contemporary experimental results and texts coming from ancient sources appear to demonstrate that
individuals tend not to negate the conditionals in entirety, but only their consequents. Obviously, this can
lead one to think that there is no relationship between standard logic and human language and reasoning.
However, in this paper, I try to show that, in spite of the mentioned results and texts, it is possible to
continue to accept that there are certain links between systems such as that of Gentzen and the way people
often negate the conditionals. That way is not, in many cases, exactly the one required by standard logic,
but it is not absolutely inconsistent with the latter either.
Keywords: conditional; logical form; negation; standard logic; syntax

Introduction
Following standard logic, one might think that the correct way to negate a conditional such as ‘If
p then q’ is ‘It is not true that if p then q’. However, there is evidence that people do not usually
negate the conditionals in that way. It is more common that a conditional such as that indicated
is denied as ‘If p then not-q’, that is, not negating the entire conditional, but only its then-clause.
That evidence is to be found in several works, some of them authored by contemporary
researchers and the other ones written by ancient philosophers and logicians (especially, Aristotle
and Boethius). In addition, it can be said that different current cognitive theories that, in
principle, seem to be absolutely incompatible, for example, the mental models theory (e.g.,
Johnson-Laird, 2012, 2015; Khemlani, Orenes, & Johnson-Laird, 2012, 2014; Ragni, Sonntag, &
Johnson-Laird, 2016) and the mental logic theory (e.g., Braine & O’Brien, 1998a; O’Brien, 2009,
2014; O’Brien & Li, 2013), completely agree that, indeed, most of the people often negate the
conditionals just negating their consequents (see, e.g., for the mental models theory, Khemlani et
al., 2014, p. 4, Table1; and, for the mental logic theory, O’Brien, 2014, p. 229).
Undoubtedly, this is a problem from the standard logic point of view, since it reveals that
its logical forms and the definitions, equivalences, and relationships that it provides for those
forms may have nothing to do with human language and thought, and that, therefore, calculi
such as the one of Gentzen (1935) have no link to our syntactic constructions. But my aim here is
to try to show that this is not necessarily so. True, the mentioned texts indicate that individuals
do not often negate the conditionals in the exact way that could be expected from standard logic.
Nonetheless, their negations of the conditionals are not clearly inconsistent with Gentzen’s (1935)
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calculus either, which means that it is justified to continue to think that there is a relationship of
any kind between standard logic and the human mind.
To argue in favor of this idea, I will firstly explain why, under the framework of standard
logic, it is a problem that the conditionals are denied just denying their then-clauses. Then, I will
comment on the evidence proving the fact that people truly only negate the consequents of the
conditionals, both that presented in the current cognitive science literature and that raised by
ancient texts. Finally, I will show that that evidence is not totally incompatible with systems such
as the one of Gentzen and that hence the thesis of a relationship between standard logic and the
human intellectual activity cannot be completely rejected yet.

The problem
Certainly, in standard logic it is not suitable to deny a conditional putting the negation only in the
consequent. A conditional such as ‘If p then q’ has the logical form [p  q] (where ‘’ stands for
conditional relationship), and the best way to negate it is not using the formula [p  ¬q] (where
‘¬’ represents the negation), but by means of the formal structure [¬(p  q)].
This is so because [¬(p  q)] is the real contrary of [p  q], and not [p  ¬q]. Indeed, assuming
that ‘v’ refers to the truth value of the formula following between brackets, that ‘1’ means ‘true’,
and that ‘0’ represents ‘false’, it can be said that, as it is well known,
v(p  q) = 0 if and only if v[¬(p  q)] = 1.
The reason of this is that, as it is also well known,
v(p  q) = 0 if and only if v(p) = 1 and v(q) = 0. In all of the other cases, v(p  q) = 1. Conversely,
v[¬(p  q)] = 1 if and only if v(p) = 1 and v(q) = 0. In all of the other cases, v[¬(p  q)] = 0.
So, as said, it can be stated that both formulae are clearly opposite.
But this is not the relationship that exists between [p  q] and [p  ¬q]. There are two cases in
which these two last formulae can be true at the same time: the two cases in which v(p) = 0. True,
If, on the one hand, v(p) = 0 and v(q) = 1, or, on the other hand, v(p) = 0 and v(q) = 0, then, given
that, as stated, a conditional is false only when its antecedent is true and its consequent is false,
both v(p  q) = 1 and v(p  ¬q) = 1 (a similar explanation is to be found, e.g., in López-Astorga,
2016a, pp. 22-23).
[p  q] and [p  ¬q] are not hence contrary, which means in turn that [¬(p  q)] and [p  ¬q]
are not equivalent and that one of them cannot be replaced by the other one. Certainly, as just
explained, [p  ¬q] is true both when [p] is false and [q] is true and when [p] is false and [q] is
false, and, in those same cases, as also indicated, [¬(p  q)] is false.
However, as also mentioned, both the contemporary cognitive science literature and ancient
sources seem to show that the human mind considers [p  ¬q] and [¬(p  q)] to be equivalent. I
comment on some examples in this regard in the next section.

The negation of the conditional as a negation of its second clause
The contemporary evidence comes from different cognitive approaches. Nevertheless, to the goals
of this paper, just a couple of examples can be enough. One of them, which is very illustrative, is
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that provided by Khemlani et al. (2014). They carried out two experiments with thematic content
and the first one included a condition in which participants were asked to select, between four
combinations of possibilities corresponding to the structures A and B, A and not-B, not-A and B,
and not-A and not-B, the one(s) which a denied conditional with the logical form [¬(p  q)]
referred to. 59% of participants responded that the accurate combinations were A and not-B, notA and B, and not-A and not-B (see Khemlani et al., 2014, p. 4, Table 1), that is, if the explanation of
the previous section is taken into account, the combinations in which v(p  ¬q) = 1 (obviously,
such combinations are those related to the cases v(p) = 1 and v(q) = 0, v(p) = 0 and v(q) = 1, and
v(p) = 0 and v(q) = 0 respectively). Only 14% of them selected just the combination A and not-B
(Khemlani et al., 2014, p. 4, Table 1), that is, paying attention again to the explanation above, the
only combination in which actually v[¬(p  q)] = 1 (obviously, that combination is the one related
to the case v(p) = 1 and v(q) = 0).
In a second experiment, which used thematic content too, the instructions were directly to
deny a conditional such as ‘If A then B’, and, while 28% of participants answered correctly ‘No, A
and not-B’, 34% of them only negated the consequent and gave as a response ‘No, if A then not B’
(Khemlani et al., 2014, p. 5, Table 2).
On the other hand, from a different point of view, based on experimental results as well,
O’Brien says “…both children and adults will infer that if p then q is false when the supposition of
p leads to a derivation of not-q, …” (O’Brien, 2014, p. 229; italics in text). Evidently, what O’Brien
wants to state is that a naïve individual without logical background does not understand the
conditional in a material way, that is, in the way usually assigned to Philo of Megara, which is
precisely the one assumed by Gentzen’s (1935) natural deduction system and, accordingly, by
standard logic (see, e.g., Bocheński, 1963, p. 89; López-Astorga, 2016a, pp. 23-24; Mates, 1953, p.
44; O’Brien, 2014, pp. 222ff; O’Toole & Jennings, 2004, p. 479). This is so because, following that
interpretation, [¬(p  q)] cannot be drawn from [p  ¬q]. The reason has already been
accounted for: when v(p) = 0, v(p  ¬q) = 1 and v[¬(p  q)] = 0.
But there are also ancient texts that suggest equivalence between these two last formulae
in the human mind. An example can be the famous Aristotle’s thesis in Ἀναλυτικὰ Πρότερα 57b14.
As it is well known, that thesis has two versions:
[AT1] ¬(¬p  p)
[AT2] ¬(p  ¬p)
The fact that, although neither [AT1] nor [AT2] are tautologies, Aristotle admitted them as
obvious theses has been studied in several papers from different perspectives (e.g., López-Astorga,
2013, 2016b; Pfeifer, 2012). However, what is interesting here is that the acceptance of this thesis
appears to suppose the equivalence between [¬(p  q)] and [p  ¬q] too. Indeed, if this
equivalence is assumed, [AT1] can be transformed into this tautology:
¬p  ¬p
And [AT2] into this one:
p  ¬¬p = p  p
A last example can be the one that is to be found in Boethius’ De Syllogismo Hypothetico. In
particular, the example refers to this inference (see also, e.g., López-Astorga, 2016a, p. 21; McCall,
1966, p. 415; O’Toole & Jennings, 2004, p. 482, Note 140):
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p  (q  r)
q  ¬r
--------------So, ¬p
The problematic character of this deduction has been analyzed in several works as well (see, e.g.,
the same references in the previous brackets). Nevertheless, what is relevant for this paper is that
it also seems to accept the equivalence. True, if [q  ¬r] is considered to be equivalent to [¬(q 
r)], the following inference is possible in standard propositional calculus:
[1] p  (q  r)

(premise)

[2] q  ¬r

(premise)

[3] ¬(q  r)

(equivalence 2)

[4] ¬p

(Modus Tollendo Tollens 1, 3)

As it is well known, Modus Tollendo Tollens, one of the ἀναπόδεικτοι or indemonstrables that,
according to Diogenes Laërtius (Vitae Philosophorum 7, 80), was identified by Chrysippus of Soli,
is valid in standard logic and enables infer [¬p] from premises such as [p  q] and [¬q]. The
problem with this inference is hence only step [3], since it needs the equivalence that, as
explained, is not really admissible in standard logic.
However, in my view, all of this does not mean that it is clear that systems such as that of
Gentzen (1935) should be ignored in the studies about reasoning and language. Neither the
contemporary experimental results nor facts such as those that can be found in the ancient
sources commented on lead us necessarily to a rejection of standard logic. The relationships
between such results and facts and this last logic are not difficult to see, and I develop this point
below.

The evidence supporting a negation of just the consequent and Gentzen’s calculus
A first interesting point about Khemlani et al.’s (2014) research is that not all their participants
provided the equivalence. In fact, the numbers are clearer in an experiment (the first one) than in
the other one. This is important because shows that, while it is true that there are many people
that deny the conditionals negating only their second clause, it is also true that not all of them do
so, and that a relevant number of individuals can interpret the negated conditionals in the sense
required by standard logic.
Nevertheless, apart from that, it is possible to see links to standard logic even in the
responses given by the participants that negate [p  q] as [p  ¬q]. As mentioned, in that logic,
[¬(p  q)] and [p  ¬q] are not equivalent. Nonetheless, both formulae are related at least to
some extent: although [¬(p  q)] cannot be derived from [p  ¬q], it is possible to deduce the
latter from the former. Maybe it is trivial, but I present a way to do that deduction as an
illustration:
[1] ¬(p  q)

(premise)

[2] p

(supposition)

[3] p  ¬q

(from 1)
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[4] ¬q

(elimination of the conjunction 3)

[5] p  ¬q

(introduction of a conditional 2-4)

Where ‘’ represents conjunction.
Step [3] is justified because, as said, v[¬(p  q)] = 1 if and only if v(p) = 1 and v(q) = 0. So, [¬(p 
q)] is equivalent to [p  ¬q], which, obviously, is also true if and only if v(p) = 1 and v(q) = 0. Step
[4] consists of the application of a basic rule in standard logic: from [p  q] can be derived both
[p] and [q]. Finally, step [5] is the application of a essential rule in that very logic too: if [p] is
supposed and [q] is drawn, [p  q] can be concluded.
But the most important point now is that the experiments carried out by Khemlani et al.
(2014) are both of them in this direction, that is, from [¬(p  q)] to [p  ¬q], and not vice versa.
This is so because, in the two cases, [¬(p  q)] is provided at the beginning and a number of
participants come to [p  ¬q] (notice that, in one of them, the participants are asked to indicate
the possibilities corresponding to [¬(p  q)], and, in the other one, what this last formula actually
means). As explained, that is not absolutely correct, since these two formulae are not equivalent,
but, as also shown, there is at least a possible deduction in standard propositional calculus that
allows concluding [p  ¬q] from [¬(p  q)], which clearly reveals that it cannot be said that there
is no possible relationship between the answers given by Khemlani et al.’s (2014) participants and
standard logic. There is a logical link between the sentence provided in the instructions and the
final result even in the case of the participants that thought that a denied conditional is a
conditional in which only the consequent is negated.
This can help understand what happens with Aristotle’s thesis as well. In its two versions,
the initial formula enables the deduction of a tautology, since, although [AT1] and [¬p  ¬p], and
[AT2] and [p  p], are not equivalent, [¬p  ¬p] can be deduced from [AT1], and [p  p] from
[AT2], in a similar way as in the previous inference. Therefore, while the process is not totally
correct, as there is not a clear equivalence, it cannot be stated that standard logic is not present at
least in a way.
However, the case of O’Brien’s (2014) arguments is different. He does not speak about a
process from [¬(p  q)] to [p  ¬q], but about exactly the inverse process, from [p  ¬q] to [¬(p
 q)], and, as said, the latter cannot be drawn from the former in a system such as that of
Gentzen (1935). Nevertheless, this does not mean that a relationship to standard logic cannot be
found here. If we come back to O’Brien’s words, it is clear that he thinks about a situation in
which [¬q] has been deduced in a scenario in which [p] has been supposed to be true, and in such
a scenario it does be possible to derive [¬(p  q)]. For example, let us consider a scenario in
which the premise [¬p  ¬q], where ‘’ represents disjunction, is true. In that scenario, if [p] is
supposed to be true, [p  ¬q] can be drawn in this way:
[1] ¬p  ¬q

(premise)

[2] p

(assumption)

[3] ¬q

(Modus Tollendo Ponens 1, 2)

[4] p  ¬q

(introduction of a conditional 2-3)

Of course, Modus Tollendo Ponens, which allows deducing [q] from premises such as [p  q] and
[¬p], and is also an ἀναπόδεικτος provided by Chrysippus (Diogenes Laërtius, Vitae Philosophorum
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7, 81), is another valid rule in standard calculus. But what is relevant in this inference is that [p]
can continue to be supposed to be true and more formulae can be deduced, for instance:
[5] p  q

(supposition)

[6] q

(Modus Ponendo Ponens 2, 5)

[7] q  ¬q

(introduction of a conjunction 6, 3)

[8] ¬(p  q)

(Reductio ad Absurdum 5-7)

Here, one more Chrysippus’ ἀναπόδεικτος is used. That is Modus Ponendo Ponens and enables to
infer the consequent of a conditional from that very conditional and its antecedent, that is, to
infer [q] from formulae such as [p  q] and [p] (see Diogenes Laërtius, Vitae Philosophorum 7,
80). On the other hand, the conjunction introduction rule is applied in step [7]. By virtue of it,
two formulae such as, for example, [p] and [q] can be linked in a formula such as [p  q]. Finally,
Reductio ad Absurdum procedure, which allows concluding the negation of a supposition, in this
case, the negation of [p  q], that is ¬[p  q], if a contradiction such as the one of step [7] is
found, is a procedure already used at the origins of logic (see, e.g., Aristotle, Ἀναλυτικὰ Πρότερα
B14, 62b29-38; Boger, 2004, p. 228). But what is important about this is that, as it is well known,
these rules are also absolutely valid in standard propositional calculus, which reveals that,
according to that calculus, in a scenario in which it is possible to deduce [¬q] after taking [p] as an
assumption, it is possible, if [p] continues to be considered to be true, to derive [¬(p  q)] as well.
Thus, although [¬(p  q)] cannot be really inferred from [p  ¬q], it is clear, however,
that, in a scenario in which both [p  ¬q] and [p] are true, it does be possible to draw [¬(p  q)].
And this circumstance is the one that can lead one to link a formula such as [p  ¬q] to a formula
such as [¬(p  q)]. In this way, it can be thought that what happens is that people usually think
about actually possible scenarios, and that, given that, most of the time, [p  ¬q] is only actually
possible when [p] is true, in most of the contexts in which [p  ¬q] is true, [¬(p  q)] can be
derived too. And this is what causes individuals to consider these two formulae to be equivalent.
Of course, it is also possible that some individuals realize that such equivalence is not
correct. The previous paragraph describes a situation in which people make little effort, and it is
obvious that an individual thinking carefully about the formulae [p  ¬q] and [¬(p  q)] can
note that the former alone does not really enable to infer the latter. This possibility can be
supported at least from two points of view. Firstly, as indicated, the percentages obtained by
Khemlani et al. (2014) in their experiments show that some individuals may come to understand
the real meanings and the differences between a negated conditional and a positive conditional in
which only its then-clause is negated. Secondly, theories such as that of the mental logic propose
the existence of sophisticated individuals that can have better logical skills (see, e.g., Braine &
O’Brien, 1998b, p. 223; López-Astorga, 2015a, pp. 20ff). Evidently, such individuals can be aware
that the two mentioned formulae do not provide exactly the same.
Nevertheless, in spite of this, it is obvious that the previous explanation clarifies why many
people tend to interpret the conditionals in the way indicated by O’Brien (2014). Likewise, it
enables to understand the reasons why many individuals consider the inference presented by
Boethius, which, as indicated above, also appears to require a transformation of [p  ¬q] into
[¬(p  q)], to be valid. As said, because [p  ¬q] is often true in scenarios in which [p] is so as
well, and in those scenarios [¬(p  q)] can be derived too, they think that [p  ¬q] and [¬(p 
q)] are equivalent and hence that Boethius’ inference is correct. Nonetheless, if, as also
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commented on, a sophisticated individual can note that those formulae are not the same, does
this mean that a philosopher such as Boethius was not logically sophisticated? Of course, the
answer to this question is negative. Boethius could accept his inference for technical reasons. This
point is explained in the last section.

Conclusions
Really, it is very probable that human reasoning does not follow standard logic, or, at least, that it
does not follow standard logic alone. Current theories such as the mentioned ones in this paper
(the mental models theory and the mental logic theory) reject this idea. In this way, my aim here
has not been to demonstrate the opposite. My only goal has been to show that, in spite of certain
evidence coming from contemporary experimental researches and ancient texts, it cannot be said
that a system such as that of Gentzen (1935) has nothing to do with the human intellectual
activity.
The case reviewed has been that of the negation of the conditionals and, as argued, the
results obtained by Khemlani et al. (2014) and the Aristotle’s thesis indicated are not actually a
problem for standard logic. In this last logic, [p  ¬q] can be drawn from [¬(p  q)], and this is
consistent with both Khemlani et al.’s (2014) results and the Aristotle’s thesis.
As far as O’Brien’s (2014) arguments and Boethius’ inference are concerned, the situation
is different. In both of these cases, the transformation needed seems to be the inverse, that is, the
transformation from [p  ¬q] to [¬(p  q)]. As explained, that derivation is not admitted by
standard calculus. However, it can be assumed that many people consider those two formulae to
be equivalent because, as also accounted for, in many scenarios, [p  ¬q] can be deduced only
when [p] is supposed, and, in those same scenarios, [¬(p  q)] can be inferred too.
The problem here is, as also commented on, that, given that there can be sophisticated
individuals that are able to note that the formulae are not actually equivalent, one might think
that important logicians in the history of philosophy such as Boethius were not really logically
sophisticated thinkers. Nevertheless, this does not have to be so. A usual mistake is to interpret
ancient logics based on standard logic (for arguments in this sense for Stoic logic, see, e.g.,
Bobzien, 1996, p. 134; or López-Astorga, 2016c, p. 22) and maybe those logics require to be
understood in their contexts. Thus, in the particular case of Boethius’ inference, it can be thought,
as held by McCall (1966), that Boethius did not accept Philo’s interpretation of the conditional,
but that he assumed Chrysippus’ criterion of it, which is to be found in many texts written by
both ancient and contemporary authors (e.g., Cicero, De Fato 12; Diogenes Laërtius, Vitae
Philosophorum 7, 73; Sextus Empiricus, Pyrrhoniae Hypotyposes 2, 111; Barnes, Bobzien, &
Mignucci, 2008, p. 107; Gould, 1970, p. 76; López-Astorga, 2015b, p. 9, 2016d, pp. 66-67; Mueller,
1978, p. 20; O’Toole & Jennings, 2004, p. 479). Based on them, it can be stated that, following
Chrysippus of Soli, a conditional is only correct when the denial of its then-clause is in
contradiction with its if-clause. This means that it is necessary that there is a relationship between
the clauses such that the negation of the second one implies the negation of the first one. In this
way, if this criterion of the conditional, which, as it is well known, is often called ‘the connexivist
interpretation’, is also attributed to Boethius, it is evident that he could admit his inference at the
same time. If the conditionals [p  q] and [p  ¬q] fulfill the criterion, both [q] and [¬q] are in
contradiction with [p], which shows that both conditionals are in contradiction with each other as
well, and that, therefore, it is justified that one of them implies the negation of the other one
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(McCall, 1966, pp. 145-146; see also, e.g., López-Astorga, 2016a, p. 25; O’Toole & Jennings, 2004, p.
482, Note 140).
So, it can be claimed that Boethius proposed his inference because he had a technical
definition of the conditional that was other than the one of Philo of Megara, or, if preferred, of
standard logic, and not because he did not make enough cognitive effort or was not a
sophisticated logician. Furthermore, it is clear that the interests and the goals corresponding to
ancient logics were very different from those of current logicians, cognitive science theorists, or
linguists. Thus, it can be said that we have no evidence that ancient logics tried to describe
human reasoning or the actual way human beings understand sentences. They offered
frameworks explaining the characteristics that a correct inference had to have. They did not show
what individuals really do when faced to an inference. Accordingly, that Boethius thought that his
inference is valid is not a problem. It is perfectly understandable if his general context is taken
into account. And the same can be stated with regard to any other ancient logic, including, of
course, the Aristotelian one, which presents theses or arguments inconsistent with standard logic.
A different problem that does need to be accounted for is the fact that a naïve (without
logical background) individual considers Boethius’ inference to be correct, since that can be
interpreted, as mentioned, as a proof that people do not interpret the conditionals in the same
way as standard logic. Nonetheless, as also said, in this paper an explanation of that fact has been
presented, which is that people often base their answers and ideas on results obtained in similar
situations, and, because [p  ¬q] and [¬(p  q)] are both of them valid at the same time in many
situations, individuals can tend to the idea that they provide the same relationship between [p]
and [q]. Two clear conclusions can be derived from all of this. On the one hand, it appears that a
deeper level of logic and linguistics in the educational systems can be very positive, since it can
lead to a better understanding of what a denied conditional truly means. On the other hand, it
also seems that the calculus proposed by Gentzen (1935) is not absolutely separated from the
human mind, and that, as suggested, for instance, in López-Astorga (2015c), there are underlying
logical forms in our language that are, at least to some extend, compatible with that calculus.
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